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Abstract— We give an optimal solution to the Maximum All
Request Path Grooming (MARPG) problem motivated by a
traffic grooming application. The MARPG problem consists in
finding the maximum number of connections which can be
established in a path of sizeN , where each arc has a capacity or
bandwidth C (grooming factor). We present a greedy algorithm
to solve the problem and an explicit formula for the maximum
number of requests that can be groomed. In particular, if
C = s(s+1)/2 and N > s(s−1), an optimal solution is obtained
by taking all the requests of smallest length, that is of length 1
to s. However this is not true in general since anomalies can
exist. We give a complete analysis and the exact number of such
anomalies.

Keywords : grooming, requests, path, capacity, coloration of
interval graphs.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Maximum All Request Path Grooming (MARPG)
problem that we consider in this paper is motivated by traffic
grooming in an optical path network, but is of interest by
itself. We are given a directed path and a numberC (capacity
or grooming factor). A request(i, j) is routed via the unique
subpath fromi to j. The MARPG problem consist in finding
the maximum number of simple requests (any request appears
at most once) that can be routed (groomed) together such that
at mostC requests use a given arc of the path. Said otherwise
we want that the load of any arc (number of requests whose
routing use this arc) does not exceed the capacityC of the arc.
One can also formulate the problem as : what is the maximum
number of connections that can established in a network where
each arc has a capacity (bandwidth)C given, the network
being here a path.

The MARPG problem is a particular case of the MRPG
(Maximum Request Path Grooming) problem where the set of
possible requests is general and not necessarily complete. As
noted in [1], [2] there exists a polynomial time algorithm to
solve the MRPG problem, and therefore to solve our problem.
Indeed the MRPG problem is itself a particular case of the
problem of finding a maximumC-colorable subgraph of an
interval graph considered in [3], [4]. In this problem we are
given a set ofn intervals and a numberC and we want to
find the maximum number of intervals which can be colored
with one of theC colors such that two intersecting intervals
receive different colors.
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The best known algorithm is given in [3] and has complexity
O(C + n). However for our grooming problem we need a
closed formula and to the best of our knowledge, this does
not exist in the literature. Such a formula is given in Theorem
8.

Let us now explain our motivation. In the original problem
of grooming considered in [5] and [6] to each request is
associated a route in the optical network and a wavelength ;
each request uses at most1/C of the bandwidth or equivalently
on a given arc there can be at mostC requests with the same
wavelength. For a given set of requests the objective is to
minimize the number of ADMs (Add Drop Multiplexers) used.
This problem has been widely studied in the literature (see
the surveys [7], [8], [9], [10]) for various physical networks
in particular for the unidirectional ring networks. In [5], [6]
the physical network is a dipath. In [5] the problem is proved
to be N-P complete for a general set of requests. In [6] the
problem is modeled as a graph partition problem as follows : if
the set of requests is represented by a graphG, the grooming
problem on the path consists in partitioning the edges ofG
into subgraphsBw = (Vw, Ew), such that for any arc(i, i+1)
of the path there are in each subgraphBw at mostC edges
(u, v) with u ≤ i < v. The objective is to minimize the sum
of the number of vertices of theVw. Here Ew corresponds
to the requests with wavelengthw and Vw to the number of
ADM’s used for this wavelength.

To solve the problem, in particular to obtain lower bounds,
it is needed to know what is the maximum number of edges
T (C, p) that a subgraphBw with p vertices can contain. This
is exactly the MARPG problem for a dipath. Let us be more
precise.

First note that for a given set of requests it is easy to
compute the load of any arc(i, i + 1) of the path; indeed it is
the number of requests(u, v) with u ≤ i < v. In particular, if
we have all the possible requests the load of the arc(i, i + 1)
of the pathPN with N vertices is(i+1)(n− i−1) and so the
maximum load of an arc of the path isdN2−ε

4 e whereε = 1
if N is odd and 0 if N is even. So the problem is interesting
only if C is less than this value otherwise we can groom all
the requests.

Now consider the case when the traffic is uniform All to All
one, that is the request graph is complete. The lower bound
A(PN , C) for the grooming problem on the path is a solution
of the following set of equations whereap denotes the number
of subgraphs of the partition with exactlyp vertices (ADMs),
each of them satisfying the grooming constraint, andε = 1



whenN is odd and 0 otherwise.

A(PN , C) =
N∑

p=2

pap (1)

N∑
p=2

ap ≥
⌈

N2 − ε

4C

⌉
(2)

N∑
p=2

apT (C, p) ≥ N(N − 1)
2

(3)

Inequality 2 follows from the above computation of the load
and inequality 3 from the fact that the number of requests is
for the all to all traffic N(N−1)

2 .
For example, whenC = 2 it has been proved in [6] that

T (2, p) =
⌊

3p−3
2

⌋
and so thatA(PN , 2) ≥

⌈
11N2−8N−3

24

⌉
when N is odd andA(PN , 2) ≥

⌈
N(N−1)

3 +
⌈

N2

8

⌉
+ N

6

⌉
when N is even. Furthermore a construction attaining this
lower bound has been given.

If C = 1 the MARPG problem is easy to solve as an optimal
solution consists in taking theN − 1 requests of length1 and
so the maximum isN−1. In that case the grooming problem is
also solved for any traffic in [6]. In [6] it is also proven that for
C = 2, the maximum is

⌊
3N−3

2

⌋
by taking all the requests of

length1 and half of that of length2. By using duality theory,
the optimum can be found forC ≤ 6; in particular forC = 3
(respectivelyC = 6) the maximum is obtained by considering
all the requests of length1 and 2 (resp.1 ,2 and 3), except
whenC = 6 andN = 5 where one request of length 4 is also
needed.

So it was conjectured the “intuitive fact” that the opti-
mum for the MARPG problem was obtained by taking all
the requests of smallest length. However it appears that the
conjecture is false (see Section III).

In this article using matroid theory we give a “greedy” algo-
rithm to solve optimally the MARPG problem and determine
exactly for anyN andC the optimal value of the number of
requests that can be groomed.

Note that we present the problem as an oriented one as
originally both the requests and the path are directed. But
the problem is equivalent to that of considering symmetric
requests (a symmetric request being a pair{u, v} of nodes
communicating) and undirected path.

II. N OTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Let PN be the directed path onN vertices{0, 1, . . . , N−1}
with the arcsei = (i− 1, i), i = 1, . . . , N − 1. By definition,
the requestri,j = (i, j), with j > i, loads with load1 all the
arcs of the subpath from vertexi to vertexj. The length or
size of a request(i, j) is defined ass = j− i. We assume that
the set of requestsR(N) is composed of all the requests of
any lengths such that1 ≤ s ≤ N − 1. The load of an arcei

is the number of requests containingei that are satisfied (or
groomed) together.

The grooming factorC being given, the Maximum All
Request Path Grooming (MARPG) problem consists in
finding the maximum number of requestsT (C,N) that can
be groomed together such that the load of any arc ofPN is
at mostC. One can also ask for the requests themselves that
are satisfied in an optimal solution.

III. A FALSE CONJECTURE

As said in the introduction intuitively one can think that the
maximum is obtained by taking all the requests of smallest
length. Furthermore it can be easily proved that it is true on
a unidirectional ring for any grooming factorC. For a path
PN , this is clearly true ifC = 1 as the optimum consists in
taking theN−1 requests of length1. SoT (1, N) = N−1. In
[6] this has been also shown forC = 2, the maximum being
T (2, N) =

⌊
3N−3

2

⌋
. This was also proved forC ≤ 6, except

whenC = 6 andN = 5 where we need all requests of length
1, 2, 3 and 4. Hence it was conjectured that it was true for all
values ofC.

Call R(s) the set of all the requests of sizes. Hence we
have R(N) =

⋃N−1
s=1 R(s). Consider for example the case

Cs = s(s+1)
2 and s ≤ N

2 . The conjecture can be stated as
follows : for C = Cs, the maximum number is obtained by
taking all the requests of size less than or equal tos. Since the
number of requests of sizes is equal toN − s, the number
Ts(N) of requests of size less than or equal tos is Ts =
sN − Cs. For C = 3, we haveT (3, N) = 2N − 3 and for
C = 6, T (3, N) = 3N − 6 for N ≥ 6.

However this conjecture is false as can be easily seen from
the following example. LetN = 11 andC = 10, thens = 4
andT4(11) = 34. But a better solution exists by deleting from
the preceding solution the request(3, 7) of size4 and adding
the two requests of size5, (0, 5) and(5, 10), which allows to
satisfy35 requests.

Another simple example is given fors = 6, Cs = 21 and
N = 16. We haveT6(16) = 75, but we can delete the requests
of length 6, (4, 10) and (5, 11), and add the4 requests of
length7, (0, 7), (7, 14), (1, 8) and(8, 15) leading to a solution
with 77 requests. We will see after that these numbers are
optimal.

IV. STRUCTURING THE REQUEST SET

There are many ways of enumeratingR(s) the set of all the
requests of sizes. In the following we choose to gather the
maximum number of independent requests in a vector (or set)
of requests. Recall thatR(s) is of cardinalityN − s and that
each request of sizes is of the form(i, i + s) with 0 ≤ i ≤
N − s− 1.

For 0 ≤ t < s, let us define a request vectorRs,t as the
subset ofR(s) composed of the requests starting in a vertex
j ≡ t mod s, that is of the form(t + (h − 1)s, t + hs).
Hence, Rs,0 is the set of requests{(0, s), (s, 2s), ...} and
Rs,t = {(t, t + s), (t + s, t + 2s), ...}. Note that all the
requests ofRs,t are independent and that their number is
w(s, t) =

⌊
N−t−1

s

⌋
.



Lemma 1:For any givens, the union of allRs,t for 0 ≤
t ≤ s− 1 is equal toR(s).

Proof: The request vectorsRs,t are obtained by gathering
all the requests(i, i+s) which are equal modulos. Hence there
exist s request vectors.

In the remaining part of the paper, we shall prove that there
exists a solution to the MARPG problem composed of request
vectors; then we will give a greedy algorithm to build such a
solution and use it to determine the exact value of the MARPG
number.

V. A N OPTIMAL SOLUTION IN Rs,t

In this section, we consider the MARPG problem from the
point of view of the requests that will be satisfied in an optimal
solution of the problem. The main result is that we can restrict
the search for a solution to the setRV of all request vectors
Rs,t where1 ≤ s ≤ N − 1 and0 ≤ t ≤ s− 1.

Property 2: The load induced by a set ofC request-vectors
Rs,t, with s ≤ s0, is C on all the arcsej of the pathPN such
that s0 ≤ j ≤ N − s0.

Proof: A request-vectorRs,t loads with load 1 each arc
ej of the pathPN such thatt + 1 ≤ j ≤ t + s.w(s, t). But
t + 1 ≤ s ≤ s0 and t + s.w(s, t) ≥ N − s ≥ N − s0, proving
the property.

Theorem 3:There exists an optimal solution for the
MARPG problem consisting ofC request-vectorsRs,t.

Proof: Either there exists an optimal solution consisting
of C request-vectorsRs,t and we are done. Otherwise, for
any optimal solutionS, there exists a couple(s, t) such that
at least one request ofRs,t appears inS and another request
of Rs,t does not appear inS. Let (s0, t0) be the minimum
(for the lexicographic order) couple(s, t) with this property.
Therefore for any(s, t) < (s0, t0), either all the requests of
Rs,t appear inS or none of them appear inS. Let C0 be
the number of request-vectorsRs,t , with (s, t) < (s0, t0),
appearing fully inS.

Consider an optimal solutionS0 such thatC0 is the greatest
possible. AsS0 does not consist uniquely of request vectors,
we haveC0 < C. From S0 we will build another optimal
solutionS′, such that the request vectorRs0,t0 appears fully in
S, and so for this solution we will haveC ′

0 > C0 contradicting
the maximality ofC0.

From the definition of(s0, t0), it follows that there exist
in Rs0,t0 two consecutive requests one appearing inS0 and
one not appearing. We will suppose that the one appearing is
before (the case where it is after can be dealt similarly). Let
R0 = (t0 + js0, t0 +(j +1)s0) be the request which does not
appear and(t0 +(j−1)s0, t0 + js0) be the request appearing.
Note thatj ≥ 1 and sot0 + js0 ≥ s0.

As S0 is optimal, we cannot add the requestR0 to S0.
Therefore among the arcs covered by the subpath associated
to R0, some of them have loadC. Choose the one with the
smallest index and call ite∗. It can be writtene∗ = et0+js0+i0 ,
with 1 ≤ i0 ≤ s0.

Among theC requests coveringe∗, exactly C0 of them
belong to theC0 request-vectorsRs,t, with (s, t) < (s0, t0),

appearing fully inS0. Therefore there areC − C0 requests
covering e∗ belonging to someRs,t, with (s, t) > (s0, t0).
Suppose all of them are of the form(i, i+s) with i < t0+js0,
then all of them also cover the arcet0+js0 . But this arc is also
covered by theC0 request-vectorsRs,t, with (s, t) < (s0, t0),
appearing fully inS0 (indeed we can apply the property as
t0 + js0 ≥ s0). This arc is also covered by the requestt0 +
(j − 1)s0, t0 + js0 of Rs0,t0 beforeC0. So this arc will have
a load ofC + 1 which is impossible.

Therefore among theC − C0 requests coveringe∗ and
belonging to someRs,t, with (s, t) > (s0, t0), at least one
requestR1 is of the form (i, i + s), with s ≥ s0 and
t0 + js0 ≤ i ≤ t0 + js0 + i0 − 1. As s ≥ s0, the requestR1

covers also all the arcs ofR0 after e∗ and by the minimality
of e∗ the arcs ofR0 beforee∗ have load at mostC−1. So, if
we deleteR1, all the arcs ofR0 will have a load at mostC−1
and we can replaceR1 by R0 without changing the maximum
load C obtaining therefore another optimal solutionS1 with
one request more thanS0 in Rs0,t0 . Repeating the procedure,
we eventually obtain an optimal solutionS′ containing all
the requests of the request vectorRs0,t0 getting the desired
contradiction.

VI. OPTIMAL GREEDY ALGORITHM

In this section we shall prove that the request vectors form
a weighted matroid. Hence, the associated greedy algorithm
will be optimal. Recall (see [11] for details) that a matroid is
a pairM = (S, I), whereS is a finite nonempty set andI, the
independent set, is a nonempty family of subsets ofS which
satisfies two properties :

1) Hereditary property : if B ∈ I and A ⊂ B, then
A ∈ I.

2) Exchange property : if A,B ∈ I and |A| < |B|, then
there is some elementx ∈ B−A such thatA∪{x} ∈ I.

We say that a matroidM = (S, I) is weighted if there is
an associated weight function that assigns a strictly positive
weight w(x) to each elementx ∈ S.

Let N be given, recall thatR is the set of all the requests of
size not greater thanN −1. We defineRV to be the set of all
request vectorsRs,t, where1 ≤ s ≤ N−1 and0 ≤ t ≤ s−1.
From Lemma 1, we deduce that the set of the requests of all
the request vectors of size not greater thanN − 1 is equal
to R. Hence from the point of view of the requests,R and
RV are equal. However they differ from the structural point
of view.

Theorem 3 allows us to restrict our search for an optimal
solution toRV . For that purpose let us callPC(RV ) the set
of all subsets ofRV of cardinality at mostC, whereC is the
grooming factor. Hence an elementA of PC(RV ) is composed
of a set of at mostC request vectorsRs,t for some values of
s and t.

Theorem 4:Given N the size of a directed path andC the
grooming factor, the triple(RV,PC(RV ), w) where1 ≤ s ≤
N−1 and0 ≤ t ≤ s−1 andw(s, t) =

⌊
N−t−1

s

⌋
is a weighted

matroid.



Proof: We have to prove thatPC(RV ) satisfies the two
properties.

1) Hereditary property : Let B be a subset ofRV ; hence
B is composed of at mostC request vectors. Any subset
A of B is composed of less thanC request vectors and
hence is an element ofPC(RV ).

2) Exchange property : Let A and B be two subsets of
RV such that|A| < |B|. Hence there is at least one
request vectorRs,t in B which does not belong toA.
Since |A| < C, by addingRs,t to A, we get another
set of at mostC request vectors, which is clearly in
PC(RV ).

In a weighted matroid, the independent subset that has
maximum weight is called the optimal subset of the matroid.
The main property of a weighted matroid is that a greedy
algorithm, considering the elements ofS in the decreasing
order of their weights, returns an optimal subset (see [11]).
We deduce from this property the following theorem.

Theorem 5:Given N the size of a directed path andC the
grooming factor, the set of the requests included in theC first
request vectors, ordered decreasingly by their weights, is an
optimal solution to the MARPG problem.

Proof: From Theorem 3, searching an optimal solution
can be restricted to searching inRV . In other words there
exists an optimal solution for the MARPG problem which
consists ofC request vectors.

Since(RV,PC(RV ), w) is a weighted matroid, solving the
MARPG problem in RV consists in finding the maximal
independent subset with maximal weight where the weight
functionw(s, t) is the number of requests inRs,t. The solution
is given by the following greedy algorithm:

Order the set of request vectors by their decreasing weights.
The greedy algorithm return the independent set of maximum
weight, composed of the firstC request vectors and that gives
a solution to the MARPG problem.

It is important to understand that the firstC request vectors
are not composed only with the requests of smallest size. In
order to illustrate this statement let us consider the example
of Section III. TakeN = 11, s = 4 and C = 10. The set of
ordered request vectors is the following :

Rs,t R1,0 R2,0 R2,1 R3,0 R3,1 R3,2

ws,t 10 5 4 3 3 2

Rs,t R4,0 R4,1 R4,2 R5,0 R4,3 R5,1 . . .
ws,t 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

Note that an optimal solution contains the10 largest request
vectors and so we do not take all the4 request vectors of size4,
as forR4,3 , w(4, 3) = 1 but for R5,0 , w(5, 0) = 2. Therefore
we obtain35 requests for the maximum number of requests
that can be satisfied on a path of size11 with a grooming
factor 10.

Remark that Theorems 4 and 5 work also for a gener-
alization of the MARPG problem, called Maximal Multiple

Request Path Grooming (MMRPG) problem. In the MMRPG
problem we authorize allRs,t to appearλs,t times, whereλs,t

is an integer which can be zero, that is the set of requests is⋃
λs,tRs,t. Therefore, an optimal solution is obtained by tak-

ing theC first admissible request vectors, ordered decreasingly
by their weights.

VII. C OMPUTATION OF T (C,N)

We shall show that we can compute exactly the maximum
numberT (C,N) of requests that can be groomed on a path
of sizeN with a grooming factorC. If we call RV (C,N) the
set ofC request vectors in an optimal solution of the MARPG
problem then we have :

T (C,N) =
∑

Rs,t∈RV (C,N)

w(s, t) (4)

Recall that if C ≥
⌈

N2−ε
4

⌉
, where ε = 1 when N is

odd and 0 otherwise, we can groom all the requests and so
T (C,N) = N(N−1)

2 . Note also that, ifs ≥ N
2 , w(s, t) = 1; in

that case the computation is easy and we delay it to the end
of this section. Therefore, let us deal now with the interesting
cases < N

2 , where we will use the greedy algorithm of the
preceding section to compute the exact value ofT (C,N).

For that we first compute the value forC = Cs = s(s+1)
2

and then for any value ofC. We have already seen that if the
solutionRV (Cs, N) contains all (and only them) the request
vectors of size at mosts, thenT (Cs, N) = Ts = sN − Cs.
But this is not true in general. Hence we shall callanomalies,
the number of requests that can be satisfied in excess ofTs.
This is this number that we have to compute.

First let us note the following property.
Property 6: For fixed value oft, w(s, t) is a decreasing

function of s, i.e., for all s, w(s + 1, t) ≤ w(s, t). For fixed
value ofs, w(s, t) is a decreasing function oft, i.e.,for all t,
w(s, t + 1) ≤ w(s, t).

Lemma 7:Given N , s such that1 ≤ s < N
2 and Cs =

s(s+1)
2 , let N = qs + r where0 ≤ r ≤ s − 1 ; r = aq + α

where 0 ≤ α ≤ q − 1 and s − r = b(q + 1) + β where
0 ≤ β ≤ b−1. The number of requests of an optimal solution
for the MARPG problem is

T (Cs, N) = Ts + min(As, Bs) (5)

whereTs = sN − Cs, As = ar − a(a+1)
2 q, andBs = (b +

1)(s− r)− b(b+1)
2 (q + 1).

Proof: Among thes request vectors ofR(s), we deduce
from the decompositionN = qs+r that there arer vectors of
cardinalityq (sincew(s, t) = q) ands−r vectors of cardinality
q−1. Similarly, among thes+k request vectors ofR(s+k),
there arer−kq vectors of cardinalityq ands−r+kq vectors
of cardinalityq − 1. This is true for all values ofk such that
r − kq ≥ 0, hence fork ≤ a. Call As the number of request
vectors of cardinalityq in R(s+ k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ a. We have :
As = ar − a(a+1)

2 q.
Moreover, among thes−h request vectors ofR(s−h) there

ares− h− r − hq = s− r − h(q + 1) vectors of cardinality



q − 1 for 0 ≤ h ≤ b. Call Bs the number of request vectors
of cardinality q − 1 in R(s − h) for 0 ≤ h ≤ b. We have :
Bs = (b + 1)(s− r)− b(b+1)

2 (q + 1).
By the definition ofAs, we deduce that we will have some

anomalies ifAs ≥ 0. This means that in the request vectors
of R(s + k), for 1 ≤ k ≤ a, we have some of them with
one request more than those inR(s − h), 0 ≤ h ≤ b. In
the non decreasing order of weights theBs request vectors of
cardinality q − 1 will appear after theAs request vectors of
cardinality q and so we should replace them. The maximum
number of such replacements ismin(As, Bs).

We can now prove the main result of the paper. For that
remark that any positive numberC can decomposed intoC =
Cs − d with 0 ≤ d ≤ s− 1.

Theorem 8:Given N andC such thatC < N(N+2)
8 when

N is even andC < N2−1
8 when N is odd, letC = Cs − d

with 0 ≤ d ≤ s − 1; N = qs + r where0 ≤ r ≤ s − 1 ;
r = aq + α where0 ≤ α ≤ a − 1 and s − r = b(q + 1) + β
where 0 ≤ β ≤ b − 1. Then the number of requests of an
optimal solution for the MARPG problem is

T (C,N) = Ts − dq + min(As + d,Bs) (6)

whereTs = sN − Cs, Cs = s(s+1)
2 , As = ar − a(a+1)

2 q and
Bs = (b + 1)(s− r)− b(b+1)

2 (q + 1).
Proof:

Starting from a solution of the MARPG problem withC =
Cs, we can build a solution forC = Cs − d by removing the
last d request vectors from the solution. Among these vectors
assume thatd1 are of cardinalityq andd2 of cardinalityq−1
where d1 + d2 = d. From the definition ofAs and Bs we
deduce that :

T (C,N) = Ts − d1q − d2(q − 1) (7)

+min(As + d1, Bs − d2)

Hence :

T (C,N) = Ts − dq + d2 + min(As + d1, Bs − d2) (8)

which leads to the formula and concludes the proof.
We show in Figure 1 the number of anomalies (gap between

T (C,N) and the value of the false conjecture) for grooming
factor C = 192 and C = 256 (effective values for SONET
networks).

We now give some complementary properties on the solu-
tion of the MARPG problem.

Corollary 9: Let N, s and C = Cs be given, a necessary
and sufficient condition for the absence of anomalies is :
(N mod s) ≤

⌊
N
s

⌋
, or equivalentlyN = us + v(s + 1), with

u andv positive integers.
Proof: Let N = qs + r with 0 ≤ r ≤ s − 1, that is

r ≡ N mod s and q = bN/sc. From the definition ofBs, it
can be easily seen thatBs ≥ s − r > 0. Hence in order to
have no anomalies, a necessary and sufficient condition is that
As = 0. This condition is equivalent tor ≤ q which can be
also written asN = (q − r)s + r(s + 1).
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Fig. 1. Number of anomalies for grooming factorC = 256 and192.

Corollary 10: Let s andC = Cs be given. IfN > s(s−1),
then there is no anomalies andT (Cs, N) = Ts.

To be complete, it remains to compute the value ofT (C,N)
whens ≥ N

2 .
Theorem 11:The number of requests of an optimal solution

for the MARPG problem is

• For N even andN(N+2)
8 ≤ C ≤ N2

4

T (C,N) =
N(N − 2)

4
+ C (9)

• For N odd andN2−1
8 ≤ C ≤ N2−1

4

T (C,N) =
N(N − 1)

4
+ C (10)

Proof: The proof use the fact that forN2 +1 ≤ s ≤ N−1
and0 ≤ t ≤ s− 1, w(s, t) = 1.

• Case 1: N even
In that case the number of requests vectors of size less

or equal to N
2 is:

∑N
2

s=1 s = N(N+2)
8 . Furthermore, we

havew(s, t) = 1 for all N
2 +1 ≤ s ≤ N −1 and0 ≤ t ≤



s− 1. Thus, whenC = N(N+2)
8 , we can build a solution

containing all request vectors of size less or equal toN
2

and we have no interest to choose requests of greater size.
Finally, as the number of requests of sizes is N − s,

we have forC = N(N+2)
8 , T (C,N) =

∑N
2

s=1 N − s =
N(3N−2)

8 .

For C > N(N+2)
8 we have to add in the optimal

solution C − N(N+2)
8 of larger size and so

T (C,N) = N(3N−2)
8 + C − N(N+2)

8 = N(N−2)
4 + C.

• Case 2: N odd
Like in the preceding case, we obtain forC =
N2−1

8 , T (C,N) = (N−1)(3N−1)
8 , and for C > N2−1

8 ,
T (C,N) = N(N−1)

4 + C.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this article we have completely solved the problem of
determining the maximum number of requests which can be
groomed in a path with a capacityC on each arc. We have
shown furthermore that optimal solutions were obtained with
a greedy algorithm. It will be interesting to consider the same
problem for other networks in particular to determine networks
for which the solution is obtained using request vectors or
for which there exists a polynomial algorithm to solve the
problem. Note that for unidirectional rings this problem is
easy as the solution is given by considering all the requests of
smallest length.
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